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You'd think being abducted by aliens would be the worst thing that could happen to me. And you'd

be wrong. Because now, the aliens are having ship trouble, and they've left their cargo of human

women - including me - on an ice planet.And the only native inhabitant I've met? He's big, horned,

blue, and really, really has a thing for me...
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I'm not sure why it makes me laugh that I adored this so much. It's downright silly in places. Others

have described the premise in detail so I won't linger on the plot or story line of Georgie and her

blue horned alien love interest. I read urban fantasy series with faerie men and shifters in them so

shouldn't be so surprised when a well meaning and conveniently sexual modified humanoid alien

comes off as being adorably hot. I wasn't thrilled about the frequently mentioned human waste or

the witnessed rape scene so early in the book but I suppose you could argue that the captive girls

needed to be aware of the danger of their situation or they would never of tried to escape the "bad"

aliens. I'm giving this book a 4 star, not because it's deep philosophical fiction, but it is decently

written, fun, lighthearted and sexy fantasy. Just what you think you're getting when you check out



the title but it's much more than the average sci-fi romance with a lot of sex thrown in. I really

enjoyed the protagonist's constant referral in her head to how Luke Skywalker would have handled

a situation when first exploring the ice planet. What American that grew up in the late 20th century

wouldn't have made those same connections? Not-Hoth had me smiling from the first steps off the

ship when a filth covered Georgie wrapped her shortie pajamas around her head for protection and

set off to explore and attempt to find help. Give this one a try, what do you have to lose for the .99

cent price?

This story was a 2 on a scale of 1 to 10. I rate it this way because the author portrayed the aliens as

"stuck on stupid". Things that were not only common but obvious (to all species) was looked at by

the planet dwellers as strange to the point of mega stupidity. On the one hand, they knew how to

survive in extremely harsh conditions, but on the other hand, they didn't have sense enormous to

realize that the first woman that was discovered was not from the planet, needed warm clothing

immediately, and obviously did not speak the language. I can go on and on about what was wrong

with the writing in this story, but I will not do that, because I don't want to come off as totally

unfeeling. So, I will say that this story has a huge potential to be great. I think that the author should

rewrite it, flesh it out more. Finally, my pet peeve suggestion, don't make many separate books out

of ONE STORY. If you're trying to make money, write a good, solid, lengthy story, have several

people read it, get good feedback, and rewrite the store, and people will pay your asking price. I

have found that an okay writer can become a fantastic rewriter, and as a result, produce excellent

stories. Recognizing your writing potential, I will continue to purchase your books and monitor your

growth as a writer. I will pay the asked for price for a good book, written by a talented author. Ask for

the price you want for a book, but stop with the mini books and separate charges for each one. I find

that unfair to those of us (reading addicts) who are hungry to know story continuations /endings.

Sex with aliens, bring it. But ... after the kidnapped heroine spends days on a spaceship with no

hygiene, and must deal with her fellow prisoners' vomit and other bodily substances, all described in

great detail, during the crash ... the big, blue-horned alien wants to grab her and have oral

sex??Has the author never smelled vomit or sh**??A big Euww! from this reader, and a quick return

of the book to . I enjoy erotic romance, but this was just disgusting.

The description was intriguing and I was excited to start reading this book, unfortunately, it didn't live

up to my hopes. I actually didn't even finish the book because the beginning was so terrible. Maybe



I should have given it a chance, but the horrific rape scene was the last straw for me. This book is in

the romance category. There is NOTHING romantic about rape and I do not want to read about it in

a book where I'm expecting romance. There should be a trigger warning attached to this book. It

seems like it might get better, given the many positive reviews, but I could not get past the horrid

beginning.

A absolutely great story by Ruby Dixon. This is my first time reading from this author, and i gotta say

that the story was great. The characters, the plot, the ending. Definitely will add this to top five of

must read for alien romance. I sure am glad that i found this book. I hope to read more from this

series.

I just have to say WOW! This book kept me intrigued from the start. Georgia is kidnapped by aliens

from Earth along with other women. Some are kept in tubes hibernating, whilst others like Georgie

are kept in a cage. Unfortunately the aliens spaceship had mechanical issues and they had to

dislodge the cargo(women) onto another planet. After crash landing Georgie set off to find food and

help. She unwittingly got caught in a trap of an alien. Vektar as he was called couldn't believe what

he had caught and even more so was very surprised when his Kui resonated for the funny looking

creature, making her his mate. Would Georgie give into Vektar and stay with him, will she survive

without her own Kui, what is a Kui, will she make it back to rescue the other women? If you want to

know the answers to these questions, you will have to read the book.
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